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About This Game

In NaziShoot, you play as a soldier trapped behind enemy lines.Your objective is to kill Nazis and uncover their plans.

Conserve your ammo, get them plans, a 5d3b920ae0

Title: NaziShoot
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
EcoShooter
Publisher:
EcoShooter
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2017

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 3 GB R

English

nazi shooting baby. roseanne nazi shot

Very nice game. I have always been a fan of the wolfenstein franchise, so when the new game launched this year I knew I HAD
to get it. The throwback to the earlier graphics definitely resonates with me as a fan, and I appreciate their counter-culture alt-
left message in a time as politically charged as this. The soundtrack - I don't care WHAT haters say about this choice of music,
it completely fits the game so well, and it brings mood to every cutscene in this game (or should I say, this EXPERIENCE). I
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can't believe I got such a good game for such a good deal.. uzis in ww2 cant see a foot in front of you have to sprint to even walk
like a normal person got it for free from steam but god its likeu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665on the
kids a christmas. Very nice game. Not only "No". but "Oh Hell NO!" Stay away from this toxic minimal effort game by the
developer at ALL costs! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dN4fhwchGUM This is kinda what you'd expect from your typical
Game Guru game. Drag and drop default assets within Game Guru engine and hope to make a quick buck kinda game by the
developer. Except. this one is EVEN WORSE than most Game Guru garbage I've seen. Less effort and less care by the
developer is blatantly obvious, yet he asks THREE TIMES as much as your average Game Guru trash game (Average is about
$1.99 USD and for this he asks $5.99 USD) Maps look like they were made in no more than five minutes each with the same
three or four assets used over and over and over and over, Absolutely ZERO thought put into any of the levels and each looks as
if a drunken monkey created them as a joke. Add to this that the game crashed three times on me with a black screen. (And
before the developer can blame my computer or Steam. my Steam big picture and overlay was turned OFF before the game and
my computer can handle ARK and 1,000 other games with no problem) At least Ivan Vs Nazi Zombies (which has been
removed from Steam might I add) was only $1.99 and I could play the full game, not possible with this trash as it kept loading
my saved game after getting killed to a black screen with game sounds, Ugh. This game just isn't worth the hassle or time, much
less even a nickel of your money. My Score: VALUE: 0 out of 40 - A game that a developer spends no more than 20 minutes
making and charges $6 for? Cough. Ridiculous. Way to disrespect any fans you might have made in your previous games, mr
greedy dev. .ZERO! FUN: 0 out of 30 - If you think feeling nausea at the blurry stretched terrain and awful controls "fun", more
power to you! .ZERO! CONTROLS & BUGS: 0 out of 20 - With random invisible walls everywhere and constant black screen
bugs, 0 is more than this game deserves here. GRAPHICS & SOUND: 0 out of 10 - Theres no points awarded for using
stretched defaul textures and assets we've seen 100 times. --------------------------- So what would look to add up to a 0 score
because afterall, 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 equals 0 right? Usually! But not in this mess of a rip off scam game! I confidently take away 20
points for wasting my time installing, uninstalling, and needing to request a refund, and needing to seek professional help for
ever thinking this was game worth a purchase! Subtract 20 points! My Score: The lowest score I've ever given to any game in
just about 300 Steam reviews now. A NEGATIVE 20 % Great Job Mr Self proclaimed "Developer"! Way to prove you are an
indie developer only interested in ripping off your customers with low effort garbage.. Very nice game
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